
Primary User 1: Randy (50, Nurse at John’s Hopkins hospital)
Randy has been a nurse at this hospital for 20 years now. Every time he checks

in a patient, he is required to ask them a list of questions and then rank the severity of
the visit based on his assessment of these questions. Then he is required to go to a
chart and decide which medical code his assessment of the patient best fits. He often
skips the questions that he feels are irrelevant and just writes the associated code for
the patient at the bottom of the paper because he’s been doing this for so long he
already knows what code it will be.

Primary User 2: Elizabeth (25, Intern at Maple Grove Hospital in
Minnesota)

Elizabeth is asked to record the answers to each medical question that the
nurses and doctors ask and submit proper documentation at the end of the day. Part of
her training is to assess the information she takes and find and record the medical code
for each patient she gets to go along for. She is super studious and careful to record
everything. She is super nervous about assessing the code wrong so she often
overthinks it and can’t decide on one. Sometimes she leaves it blank with a note to ask
the doctor or nurse which one is more correct.
Secondary User 1: Mike ( 35, Software Developer in Boston)

Mike is very highly educated and has several years of experience as a software
developer. He often develops codes for large manufacturing companies and hasn’t done
much of the HCI stuff. He doesn’t really have a knack for what is visually appealing or
user friendly. He is super knowledgeable about programming though, and has done
some work for medical companies before. He has a good base knowledge of the
restrictions and standards that come with the medical facilities, but doesn’t know much
about the clinical side as far as how patient coding works.
Secondary User 2: Gwen (40, Contracting UX consultant)

Gwen has a degree in graphic design and has done a lot of contract work to help
computer scientists make their programs user friendly and visually appealing. She is
less knowledgeable about backend coding, but is super good at making user friendly
interfaces and knows how to understand the needs of her clients. She decides to take
on a client that is asking for an app to help them more efficiently generate medical
codes. She spends time getting to understand the process that the primary user has to
undergo and gladly agrees to help a team of computer scientists to create an app for
her client that makes their job easier and more convenient.


